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Application Security 101

• More than just scanning/testing
• Building software securely
• Security as part of software development lifecycle
Today’s Goal

• Raise awareness among builders and buyers of software
• Breadth not depth… but please interrupt me and ask questions 😊
SECURE SDLC OVERVIEW
Generic SDLC

- App idea
- Design solution
- Code it
- Test it
- Ship it
Generic Secure SDLC

- Abuse cases
- Threat modeling
- Secure code review
- Security testing
- Security monitoring
Security Methodology

• “Think like an attacker” mindset
• Identify vulnerabilities and break assumptions
• Automated and manual approaches
SECURE SDLC ACTIVITIES
Abuse Cases

- Malicious complement to use cases
- Identify security concerns before solution is designed and coded
Threat Modeling

• Map out the system and where/how data flows between parts
• Identify missing or insufficient security controls
Secure Code Review

- Static Application Security Testing (SAST)
- IDE scanning versus build integration
- Reverse engineering*
Open Source Software

• Running a lot of code you didn’t write
• Raises both legal and security concerns
• Of particular interest during mergers and acquisitions
Security Testing

- Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST)
- Interactive Application Security Testing (IAST)
- Fuzz Testing
- Penetration Testing
- Post-deployment testing
- Red Team
Operational Security

• Web Application Firewall (WAF)
• Runtime Application Self-Protection (RASP)
• Code protections
• Bug bounty programs and responsible disclosure
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
Managing Risk

• Ensure the right activity was performed to address your concern
• Tie findings back to business impact
• Ability to conduct all assessment types depends on producer-consumer relationship
App Sec Program

• Company-defined approach to application security
• Balance security and speed to market
• Adapt to changes in development landscape
• Website: www.conexxus.org
• Email: info@conexxus.org
• LinkedIn Profile: Conexxus.org
• Follow us on Twitter: @Conexxxusonline
DISCLAIMER: Conexxus does not endorse any products or services that may be described or mentioned in this presentation. The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are solely those of the speakers and not of Conexxus. By hosting this webinar, Conexxus is not providing any legal advice; if you have any questions about legal issues raised or discussed, you should seek the assistance of attorneys who are competent in that area.
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